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Let A =&@A, @ ... be a commutative graded ring such that (i) A,=k a field, (ii) A =k[A,l 
and (iii) dimkA, < m. It is well known that the formal power series I,“=, (dimkA,)k” is of the 
form (h,+h,~+...+h,is)/(l-I)d’mA with each h,eZ. We are interested in the sequence 
(h,, h,, , h,), called the h-vector of A, when A is a Cohen-Macaulay integral domain. In this 
paper, after summarizing fundamental results (Section l), we study h-vectors of certain 
Gorenstein domains (Section 2) and find some examples of h-vectors arising from integrally 
closed level domains (Sections 3 and 4). 
1. Cohen-Macaulay rings 
Let k be a field and A a standard G-algebra [17]. Thus A is a commutative ring 
with identity which possesses a direct sum decomposition A =&@A, @ ... as an 
additive group, where A ;Aj c A;+j , such that (i) A, = k, (ii) A is generated by A 1 as 
a k-algebra and (iii) the dimension of A, as a vector space over k is finite. The 
Hilbert function of A is defined by 
H(A,n)=dimkA, for n=0,1,2 ,.... 
Let d=dimA and u=H(A,l)=dimkA,. It is a classical result (e.g., [14, Chapter 
5, Section 131) that H(A, n) is a polynomial for n sufficiently large and the degree 
of this polynomials is d- 1. On the other hand, the sequence h(A) = (h,,hl, . ..). 
called the h-vector of A, defined by the formula 
n=O i=O 
has finitely many non-zero terms and ho= 1, h, = u-d. If h, =0 for any i>s, then 
we also write h(A) = (ho, h,, . . . , h,) for this sequence. 
Let Y,, Y,, . . . . Y, be indeterminates. A non-empty set M of monomials 
ywya2 Yatl in the variables is said to be an order ideal of monomials if, when- 
eder ‘M’iM’and N divides M, then NE M. Equivalently, if YF’YF . . . Y,“l’ EM and 
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OIbiIai, then Yp’Y,bz... Y,~,E M. In particular, since M is non-emtpy, 1 EM. A 
finite sequence (he, h 1, . . . , h,) of non-negative integers is said to be an O-sequence 
(or M-vector) if there exists an order ideal M of monomials in Yt, Y,, . . . , Y, with 
each deg Yi= 1 such that hj= #{MEM IdegM-j) for any Osj<s. In particular, 
ho = 1. A finite order ideal M of monomials is called pure if the maximal elements 
of M (ordered by divisibility) all have the same degree. We define a pure O-sequence 
in the obvious way [16]. 
1.1. Theorem ([ 13,171). A finite sequence (h,, hl, . . . , h,) E ZS+ ’ is an O-sequence if 
and only if (i) ho = 1 and (ii) 0 I hi+ 1 I h,“’ for any 1 pi <s. Here (i) represents a
certain non-linear operator [ 17, Section 21. 
Suppose that h(A) = (ho, h,, . . . , h,) with h,#O is the h-vector of a Cohen- 
Macaulay standard G-algebra A. Then each hi is non-negative [ 1.51. Moreover, if A 
is Gorenstein, then h(A) is symmetric, i.e., hi = h,_, for any 01 iss [17]. 
1.2. Theorem ([13,17]). Given a finite sequence (h,, hl, . . . , h,) E Z’+‘, there exists a 
Cohen-Macaulay standard G-algebra A with h(A) = (ho, h,, . . . , h,) if and only if 
(ho,h,, . . . , h,) is an O-sequence. 
Now, what can be said about the h-vector of a Cohen-Macaulay standard 
G-domain (i.e., G-algebra which is an integral domain)? 
1.3. Theorem (Stanley [19]). Let h(A) = (h,, hl, . . . , h,) with h,#O be the h-vector of 
a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain A. Then the inequality 
h,+h,+...+hiIh,+h,_,+...+hh,_; 
holds for any i, O<il [s/2]. 
A similar technique to obtain certain inequalities for h-vectors of Cohen- 
Macaulay G-domains will appear in [lo]. 
An O-sequence (h,, h,, . . . , h,) with h,#O is called flawless if (i) hiSh,_; for any 
i, OIiI[s/2] and (ii) h,~hl~...~hls,nI. In general, we say that a finite sequence 
(aO,a,,...,a,)EZ “+’ is unimodal if aeIai(..-Iajraj+ir .‘. ?a, for some j, 
OSjln. 
1.4. Conjecture. The h-vector h(A)=(h,, h,, . . . . h,) with h,#O of any Cohen- 
Macaulay standard G-domain A is flawless. 
1.5. Conjecture (cf. [18]). Suppose that A is a Gorenstein standard G-domain. Then 
the h-vector h(A) = (h,, h,, . . . , h,) with h,#O is (symmetric and) unimodal. 
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2. Gorenstein rings 
For graph theory terminology which will be used in this section, consult 
[20, p. 2411. 
Let n and (Y be non-negative integers with Oia<4”- ‘. First, we define the 
sequence s’“](a) = {B!“l(cr)}l 5 i52(n_ I) 1 with each &,[“](a) E (0, l> by the formula 
2(n ~ 1) 
(y= c 2’-‘.6,[“‘(a). 
i=l 
Secondly, let G’“](a) be the directed graph on the vertex set I/[“‘(a) = {x, a,, a2, . . . , 
a,, b,b, . . . , b,,, r> with the edge set E’“‘(a)= (xal,xbl,a,y, b,y,ala2, ...,a,_la,, 
b,bz, . . . . b,-lb,lU{aib;+l: 6~‘(~~)#0, l<i<n}U{biai+l: 6~~],),,(~~)#0, l<i<n}. 
Finally, let DInI(,) be the set of maps 5 : E[“‘(cr) -+ (0, 1,2, . . .} which satisfies the 
following condition: If I-= elez . . . e,, l and r’= e;e; . . . eA+ 1 are any two walks in 
G[“](a) of length n + 1 from x toy, then C, ci5n+ 1 c(ei) = C15i5n+ l T(el). We make 
D’“‘(cr) a semigroup with identity in the obvious way. 
Now, let k be a field, k[{Xe}eEE~q,~ ] the polynomial ring in # (E’“](cx))-variables 
over k and A’“](a) (C k[{X > e eCE~n~Ca,]) the vector space over k spanned by those 
monomials neEE,m,(aj Xz@) such that ~ED[“‘((x). Then A[“](,) is a subalgebra of 
WGI,,,~q,,l g enerated by a finite number of monomials over k. 
2.1. Lemma. A[‘](cx) is Gorenstein. 
Proof. By virtue of [ll], we know that A@](a) is Cohen-Macaulay. On the other 
hand, the map < : E[“‘(cY) + {0,1,2, . ..} defined by t(e) = 1 for any e E E[“‘(cr) is con- 
tained in D’“](a), thus Al”](a) is Gorenstein by [17, Theorem (6.7)]. 0 
2.2. Lemma ([7, Proposition 2.51). A[“‘(a) is endowed a structure of a standard 
G-algebra (A@](a)),@ (A [“](a)), @ ..a such that each monomial neEElfl](,) Xi@), 
r E III”](a), is contained in (A[“l(a))j for some j (=j,) > 0. 
Let h(A ‘“‘(a)) = (h,, h, , . ..) be the h-vector of the standard G-algebra A’“](a). 
Then hi=0 for any i>n and h,=l. Also, if a=4”-‘- 1 (resp. a=O) then hi=(?) 
(resp. hi=(r)2) for any Oliln. 
2.3. Theorem. Suppose that h(A ‘“](a)) = (h,, h,, . . . , h,) is the h-vector of the 
Gorenstein standard G-algebra A’“](a). Then the two sequences 
are (symmetric and) unimodal. 
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Sketch of proof. To begin with, let pi, 15 i< n, be polynomials in ,l defined by 
@i(A)=A, @z(n)=A(l +A) and @;(A)=(1 +A)@i-i(h)+ Cr5Jc;-2 @J(A)@,i-l)Pj(A) for 
3 5 i< II. Secondly, given an arbitrary sequence E = {Ej(i’}lZci~n, , ~j<; with each 
ej” E { 0, 1,2}, we construct polynomials _+“(A) in A, 0 5 is n, as follows: f?](n) = 1, 
f[“](A) = 1 + 1 and 1 
for 2ri5n. Write f,[“‘(n) = COcicn ay’d’. Then, we see that (i) if each E~‘~)=O, 
then Q,‘“‘=(Y), (ii) if each ~!~)=2, then ai 
‘[El 
“I = (‘!)* and (iii) the two sequences 
{a’“l-(‘)}O_isn and {(~)*-ai }e<i<n are symmetric and unimodal. Now, for a 
s&able’choTce, depending on or, of E= {E’i’}*sicn, Icj<i we have hi=a,[E’ for any 
O%iln. Thus {hi-(“)}o<;<n and I(n)*-;li}gci~n are (symmetric and) unimodal. 
0 
2.4. Corollary. The O-sequence h(A’“‘(a)) = (h,, h,, . . . , h,) is (symmetric and) 
unimodal. 
2.5. Conjecture. Given arbitrary positive integers n and r, there exists a Gorenstein 
standard G-domain A whose h-vector h(A) coincides with ((i)‘, (y )‘, . . . , (z)‘). 
We should remark the fact that there exists a Gorenstein standard G-algebra A 
with h(A)=((;f)‘,(y)r, . . . . (t)‘). 
3. Level rings 
Suppose that A is a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-algebra with the h-vector 
&4)=&h,,..., h,), h,#O. It is easy to see that h,l type(A). If h, = type(A), then 
we say that A is a level ring [16]. A level ring with h,= 1 is just a Gorenstein ring. 
Notethat if (ho,h,,..., h,) is a pure O-sequence, then there exists a level ring A with 
h(A)=(h,,h,, . . ..h.). 
3.1. Theorem ([9]). Any pure O-sequence is flawless. 
Note that a pure O-sequence is not necessarily unimodal [l]. 
3.2. Conjecture. Given an arbitrary pure O-sequence (h,, h,, . . . , h,), there exists a 
Cohen-Macaulay G-domain A whose h-vector coincides with (h,, hl, . . . , h,). 
Let a= (Q],Qz, . . . , Q,) and b =(b,, b2, . . . , 6,) be two sequences of non-negative 
integers such that (i) al <a*< ... <a,, (ii) bi < b2 < ... < b, , (iii) a, < b; for any 
15ii.s and (iv) bi~l<Qi+l for any 2Si<s. Also, let {q”)}i<i<s,a,<j<b, be 
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n, ~ its (b, - ai + 1)-indeterminates and M,, the set of those square-free monomials 
Y(k) Y,W . . . Y.” such that i, <i,<... JI’) 
o%er?dea of monomials. 
<i, and j, <j,<...<j,. Then M,, is a pure 
3.3. Theorem. Let (h,,hl, . . . . h,) be the pure O-sequence arising from M,b. Then 
there exists a standard G-domain A such that (i) A is level, (ii) A is integrally closed 
and (iii) h(A) = (h,, hl, . . . , h,). 
Proof. Any pure O-sequence arising from Ma,b is the h-vector of the Stanley- 
Reisner ring k[L,,] of a certain planar distributive lattice L,b. Moreover, k[L,,] 
is level [8]. On the other hand, an integrally closed ASL (algebra with straightening 
laws [2]) domain Rk[L,,b] on L,, over k is studied in [6], see also [4]. Now, 
Rk[L,,b] is level since k[L,,] is level, and h(Rk [L,,]) = h(k[L,,]) as required. 0 
4. Veronese subrings 
Given a finite sequence (ao, a,, . . . , a,,) E Z ‘+’ and any positive integer I, we write 
(ao,al, . . . . a )(‘) for the sequence (ao, aI, a2/, . . . , a[,,,]/) n EZ[““I+‘. If (fO, fi, . . . . f,) is 
an arbitrary sequence of non-negative integers, then the sequence (h,, h,, . . . . h,), 
s =fo +fi + ... +f4, defined by 
(*) iJJ (1+~+~2+**.+~f’)= E hjllj 
j=O 
is a symmetric and unimodal pure O-sequence, hence for any positive integer 1 the 
O-sequence (ho, h,, . . . , h,)(l) is flawless (not necessarily pure). 
4.1. Conjecture. Let (fo, fi, . . . , f4) be an arbitrary sequence of non-negative in- 
tegers, (ho, hl, . . . , h,) with s=fo+fi+... +f4 the O-sequence defined by (*) and 1 a 
positive integer. Then there exists a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain A with 
h(A)=(h,,h, ,..., h,)‘? 
Let k be a field and A =A,@A, @ ... a standard G-algebra with A, = k. Given 
a positive integer 1, the Veronese subring A (‘I of A is the standard G-algebra 
A(‘)= (A”‘),@(A”‘), @ .*. defined by (A”‘) =A,,. In general, if @(A)= 
CTEOa,A”E Z[[A]] and I>0 is an integer, thennwe write [@(J.)]“’ for CTzOa,lAn. 
So, C,“=, dim,(A(‘)),A” = [Crzo (dim,A,)I”](‘). 
4.2. Lemma (cf. [ 121). Let A be a standard G-algebra, dim A = d, with h-vector 
(ho, h,, . . . ) and I> 0 an integer. Then 
(1 -A)d 5 ...+A’P1)d E h,J’ 1 
(0 
. 
n=O i=O 
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4.3. Theorem. Work in the same situation as in Conjecture 4.1. Suppose that q 11, 
f0 = fi = I- 1 and let k be an algebraically closed field. Then there exists an integral- 
ly closed level standard G-domain A = A, @ A, @ . . . , A, = k, whose h-vector coin- 
cides with the flawless O-sequence (h,, hl, . . . , h,)“‘. 
Proof. Let k[X”‘, Y(‘), Z(‘)] be the polynomial ring in three-variables over k and 
Fi= Fi(X(‘), Y(j), Z(j)) an irreducible polynomial which defines a non-singular curve 
of degree fi+ 1 in fPf [5, Chapter I, Exercise 5.51. Then the standard G-algebra R = 
k[{X”‘, Y’i’,Z”‘},,i,,]/(F,, ...) F,) is an integral domain which is integrally closed 
and a complete intersection with dim R = 2(q - l), say = d. Now, thanks to Bertini’s 
theorem (cf. [3]), for a suitable choice of a regular sequence Or, 6$, . . . , Bd_2 from R, 
the quotient ring A = R/(B1, &, . . . , 19& is again an integrally closed integral 
domain with dim A = 2. Moreover, by [17, Corollary (3.3)], 
(l-A)2 i (dim,A,)A”= fi (l+A+...+AA). 
n=O i=2 
Hence the h-vector of the Veronese subring A”’ coincides with (ho, h,, . . . . h,)“’ 
by Lemma 4.2. Finally, without difficulty, we see that A(‘) is level and integrally 
closed. 0 
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